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A9 Chemical Pump Extends Wear Life in Ethanol Plant 
It’s a fact, any pump part that comes in contact with an abrasive slurry will inevitably wear out and need replacing. 
However, if your pump is currently wearing through parts at an obscene and unacceptable rate, it doesn’t mean 
it’s something you need to just accept as the status quo. Proper material selection is essential for extending pump 
longevity and with almost a century of material expertise at our fingertips, Wilfley can help maximize the wear life 
of your pumps. 

The Problem 

A large ethanol producer in Kansas was fed up with the wear life of the pumps in some of their key applications. 
One of their more problematic pumps was in an application that fed a fine slurry made up of corn and milo grain 
into a flash vessel. This is a particularly difficult application because milo grain is especially abrasive (compared to 
corn grain) and also because the flash vessel is located early enough in the process that there is still a significant 
amount of sand in the slurry mix. The existing pump in this application was a competitor pump in standard CD4 
(ASTM A890) with a mechanical seal. 

 
Corn and Milo Slurry Mix 

The plant performs a scheduled shutdown every six months to inspect and repair equipment and they were 
routinely finding that the wet end parts (case, impeller, and backing plate) had worn out beyond repair and that 
the mechanical seal was leaking profusely. During a typical shutdown the pump would require replacement of the 
impeller, case, backing plate, and mechanical seal at a minimum. The costs were definitely adding up. 

The Solution 

The Wilfley sales team proposed to replace the existing competitor pump with an A9 heavy duty chemical pump in 
WCD4™ duplex stainless steel with SolidLock® sealing technology. The A9 pump would be the same ANSI size 
as the competitor pump so minimal work would be needed to exchange them. 
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Wilfley’s WCD4™ is a specially processed duplex stainless steel that is chemically similar to standard CD4 
(ASTM A890) but with significantly improved mechanical properties. WCD4™ has a typical hardness of 345 HBN, 
which is 1.5 times harder than the CD4 used in the competitor pump. The superiority of WCD4™ as well as the 
heavy duty construction of the A9 would have a serious impact on the wear life of the pump. 

Increased Wear Life 
(Sample data based on pin-on-disk testing) 

  

The SolidLock® static seal has proven to be the preferred alternative to conventional sealing technologies like 
mechanical seals and compression packing, especially in applications containing abrasive solids. The simple but 
very effective design and non-contacting seal faces during operation maximizes the life of the seal and ensures 
trouble free operation. 

 
SolidLock® Static Seal 

The Happy Ending 

The A9 pump was installed last October (2016) and just recently reached its first 6 month shutdown and 
inspection. The case, impeller, and case plate all showed minimal signs of wear and the SolidLock® showed no 
signs of leakage. The pump was cleaned up, reassembled, and has been put back in service for the next six 
months. The maintenance team even determined that there was so little wear on the case and impeller that there 
was no need to adjust the impeller clearances before putting it back into operation. 

 
Impeller During Inspection 
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Case During Inspection 

Are you experiencing unusually high wear in your pumps? Contact your local Wilfley representative to learn more 
about how we can solve your problems. 

 


